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P A V E L M A T E R N A 

I S T H E N O T I O N O F " C R E A T I V E M E T H O D S " 
A L E G I T I M A T E M E T H O D O L O G I C A L C O N C E P T ? 

1. In connection with the rapid growth of the importance of the logical ma
chines the old antithesis of "creative" and "mechanical" revived. Verstand is 
"mechanical", Vernunft is "creative". The logic is "mechanical",' the philosophi
cal method is "creative". The human thinking is creative, the machine "thinks" 
"mechanically". The chess-playing machine "thinks mechanically", the human 
chess player thinks "dialectically". 

The creative thinking is an object of intensive psychological research. Accord
ing to one of the psychological characteristics of this type of thinking it "dis
covers new relationships, achieves new solutions to problems, invents methods 
or devices'. . Obviously there is nothing illegitimate on this empirical 
notion of creativity as a possible property of thinking. Sometimes, however, 
we can hear or even read about creativity as a property of some methods. 
In this case the mentioned antithesis could be formulated as follows: "the crea
tive methods" vs "the mechanical methods" (we lake here into consideration 
only the scientific methods). 

Now, the problem arises whether the general methodology as I he science 
studying the general characteristics of the methods could ever analyze such 
phenomena as the s. c. "creative methods": according to our linguistic intuition 
we usually take the formulation "no creative method is analyzablc" for a true 
statement. 

Should then the general methodology study only the "mechanical methods", 
i.e. properly speaking the algorithms? Do besides the "mechanical methods" 
exist any "creative methods" — independently on what the general methodology 
does or does not study? Or is the mentioned classification of methods based on 
an erroneous use of words? 

2. To be able to answer these questions we must formulate explications of 
some terms. 

A method is a set of regulations ordering to transform "input-data" into 
"output-data", the relation between the input-data and the output-data being 
a functional one. (Some other explications arc of course thinkable, but they 
would not essentially "differ from this one, if we do not take into consideration 
some probabilistic conceptions.) 

A problem we can conceive as a task of finding, constructing a.s.o. the ele
ments of a class which is given by a definition. 

Example: The problems of: 
a) finding the greatest common divisor of the numbers 16 and 24, 
b) finding the greatest common divisor of any two positive integers. 
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c) delermining whether 8 is the greatest common divisor of the numbers 16 
and 24, 

d) determining whether a positive integer is the greatest common divisor 
of two other positive integers 

we can conceive as the tasks of finding the elements of the following classes 
(respectively): 

a) the class of the greatest common divisors of the numbers 16 and 24 (this 
class contains of course one element only), 

b) the class of the ordered pairs {<<z, 6>, c}, such that ti, b are any positive 
integers and a is the greatest common divisor of a and b, 

c) the class of the correct answers to the question whether 8 is the greatest 
common divisor of 16 and 1r\ (containing again one element only), 

d) the class of the ordered triples {<a, by, c, d), such that a, b, c are any 
positive integers and d is " y e s " if c 1 S t n e greatest common divisor of a and b, 
and "no" otherwise. 

The problems of the type b) and d) are general problems, the problems of 
the type c) and d) are decision problems (among them the logical decision pro
blems for provability, for validity, a.s.o. are of special theoretical importance). 
(From the point of view of the general methodology the general problems are 
especially interesting.) 

We shall say (not very precisely) that the method M solves the problem P 
whenever the class defined in the "problem P is a (proper or improper) subset 
of the class of the output-data of the method M. 

It can be proved that for every method there exists a problem which is solved 
by this method. 2 The "inverse" statement is not valid: it is not true that for. 
every problem there would be a method solving this problem. 

From this point of view there exist (always with regard to a definite moment 
of time) three classes of the problems: 

A. Problems which are solved by the already known methods. 
B . Problems about which there has been proved that ihey principially cannot 

be solved by any method. 
C. The remaining problems. 
Examples from logic: Into the class A there belong e.g. the decision problems 

for provability in the classical propositional calculi, into the class B the jlecision 
problems for provability in various predicate calculi. 

Into the class C all the problems belong which — up lo the respective moment 
of time — were solved neither "positively" nor "negatively". The elements of 
the class C with regard to the moment of time f, become elements of the 
class A or B with regard to the moment of time tj,}> i. 

(The problems from the class B are the s.c. (algorithmically) unsolvable pro
blems. The conditions under which a problem is or is not unsolvable are 
analyzed by the theory of algorithms or of the computable functions.) 

3. On the basis of the preceding explications we shall now try to explicite the 
formulations "mechanical method" and "creative method". 

What we mean when using the above expressions cannot be meaningfully 
formulated as a classification of the properties of methods. This becomes 
evident as soon as we regard our definition of "method". No methdd can be 
"mechanical" or "creative". B y these terms we really mean some relations, at 
least some relations between methods and problems. 
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Let us regard the class A\ of the ordered pairs <M,- Pj), i, j = 1, 2, . . . (the 
effectiveness of the numbering Mj as well as P,- can be secured e.g. by an ap
propriate restriction of the universe of discourse) where M,- is a method which 
solves the Problem Pj (consequently P ? is an element of the class A) . 

The class Ai defines a relation Rj which apparently corresponds lo the in
tuitively conceived meaning of the formulation "the problem Pj can be solved 
mechanically by the^method M,- \ 

Xow a possibility offers itself to us of defining the relation R% corresponding 
lo the intuitively conceived meaning of the formulation "the problem Pj can be 
solved only creatively by the method AJ," as Ilu- complement of the relation R^; 
this would mean that every ordered pair < M ; ,P,-> not being element of the 
class Ay would characterize a "creative way of solving". This is of course absurd, 
not corresponding to our intuition connected with the expression "creative way 
of solving". We get closer to this intuition if defining fl2 by means of the 
class A-2 of ordered pairs < M f , P ; > such that the class of the output-data of the 
method M,- is a proper subset of the class defined in the problem Pj. In this 
case the meaning of the expression "creative way of solving" is given by such 
pairs method—problem where the method only partially solves the problem. 

4. The above explication of the distinction between the expression "mechani
cal way of solving" and the expression "creative way of solving" is essentially 
defective: it has been performed on the syntactical-semantical level, the ex
plicated expressions being of a pragmatical character. A more appropriate expli
cation wil l be based no more on ordered pairs method—problem; we have to 
consider ordered triples solver—method—problem. 

The necessity of the transition on this level is apparent: the syntactical-semanti
cal level of analysis cannot grasp the fact that the word "creative" characterizes 
a whole situation including a subject, i.e. a problem solver. (In such a situation 
we solve "problems requiring intelligence and adaptation". 3 

Let us consider the problem whether an expression of the proposilional cal
culus L is provable. Let a solver of this problem be a student who does not 
know the method of truth-tables and its relation to the decision problem in L , 
hut who knows the axiomatic method, disposes of the axioms of L and of the 
respective rules of inference. (In the same situation there is a computer solving 
"heuristic" logical problems in the group of Newell—Shaw—Simon.) 4 

What our student — being of course sufficiently intelligent — makes when 
solving the given problem we surely can take for "creative way of solving". 
(His activity could be described as selective using various possibilities of apply
ing the rules of inference to various axioms, eventually theorems.)4 

Let us however compare with the above situation the case when we forget the 
general formula for solving the quadratic equations and apply istead of it the 
formula which is valid only for one type of the quadratic equations. According 
to our first explication this would mean that our method of solving the quadra
tic equations is "creative" with regard to this problem. According to our in
tuition such a conclusion is absurd. 

A more natural explication must therefore exclude this case while including 
the case with the student. Such an explication wi l l be apparently the following 
pragmatical (or psychological) one: 

Let us regard the class Bt of the ordered triples {(.Sit Mj Pk}} such that the 
problem solver <$,• applies when solving the problem Pt the method' Mj which is 
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known to him and which solves the problem P,-. The class Bf defines what we 
mean when saving "S,: solves mechanically the problem P* (by means of the 
method MfV. 

Analogically, the class B 2 of the ordered triples {<S ;, M y , P 4.)} such that the 
problem solver St when solving the problem Vk produces himself the me
thod Mj which partially solves or (in extreme cases) solves the problem Pk 

defines what we mean when saying "S, solves creatively the problem P*. 
(by means of the method M,-)" . 

This explication includes very different cases: when the solver does not know 
the method solving the given problem although such a method does exist 
(our example with the student; the given problem is an element of the class A ) ; 
when the method which would solve the given problem cannot exist (and the
me thod produced by the solver concerns then naturally only a class of sub-
problems of the given problem: the latter is element of the class B) ; when the 
method which would solve the given problem has not yet been discovered (and 
the method produced by the solver has the same extent as in the second case 
or it is — in an extreme case — a method solving the given problem and having 
been just discovered by the solver; the given problem is element of the class Q . 

Using the expression "creative-method" we mean by that, most probably 
a characteristic of the process which takes place whenever a subject is solving 
a problem not known lo. him. Taking for the problem-solving-subject the class 
of all scientists up to a definite moment of time we can accept the classification 
of researches the author of which is A . Grzegorczyk: "1 . The, researches per
formed by means of the effective methods known in the given science; 2. Re
searches consisting in seeking after new methods and after the solutions of the 
problems not solvable by means of the existing methods". 5 

5. One new question arises: is the general methodology interested in the 
distinguishing the "mechanical ways of solving" and the "creative ways of 
solving" in the sense of the above explications? We have seen that the terms 
by means of which we have explicated the respective vague expressions belong 
into the domain of the psychology of tHinking. The works of G. Po lya 6 con
cerning the "creative melhods" (sit venia verbo) really remind rather of psycho
logical analyses than of the classical methodological monographies. 

Our question could be answered in a satisfactory manner only if we applied 
the explicating procedure to the term "methodology". Not doing so we wish to 
point out that the methodological character just of the works of Polya cannot be 
denied as well as the researches of Newell's group, though concerning simulation 
of the human behavior in the process of problem solving has essentially con
tributed to the analysis of the structure of methods. There is nothing surprising 
on these close contacts between the psychology and the general methodology: 
the pragmatical aspect of the methods is a very important one. and the general 
methodology cannot avoid studying this aspect empirically, i.e. among others 
with the help of the psychology. 

From this point of view it is wholly legitimate to distinguish in the general 
methodology between the "mechanical" and "creative" ways of solving the 
problems. Only we must be aware of the relational character of these expres
sions the importance of which consists in that they characterize the activity 
of a problem solver depending on whether the latter applies already known 
methods .or whether he himself produces a "new" method; 
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(i. As a wholly naive and laic opinion we must reject such an interpretation 
of the expressions "mechanical" and ''creative" according to which there exist 
two groups of methods: one of the mechanical methods, the other of the creative 
methods. Unless we admit some irrationalistii:. romantic ideas we see no pos
sibility how to distinguish between ihe elements of the first group and the 
elements of the second group. 

Sometimes the following conception is taken for an expression of aiUiagnosti-
cal philosophical "optimism": The mechanical methods are such methods which 
can be realized by a machine (computet). The superiority of the Man in com
parison .with the. Machine consists in that the Man can realize not only the 
mechanical methods but also the creative methods which do not deceive us 
in the cases where the mechanical methods do (apparently this concerns the 
unsolvable problems). 

According to this the (algoritlimically) unsolvable problems get solvable by 
means of the "creative methods". 

This conception i» unscientific, phantastic. It does not determine in a more 
precise manner the character of the "creative methods" and concrete reasons 
for their superiority. Moreover, it cannot show any instance of such a problem 
that would be unsolvable by means of the "mechanical methods" and would 
get solvable by means of the "creative methods". We cannot but accept the de
stroying criticism of this conception as it is contained in A.. N . Kolmogorov, 
The Automata and the Life!1 
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I E P 0 J E M „T V 0 R C I C H M E T O D " L E G I T I M N l M E T O D O L O G I C K ? 

P O J E M ? 

Slary pnitikliid .,1viircich" a „mechanickych" inoLod nabyl na vyznamu v souvislosti 
s rustem ulohy niatematickych stroju. Soudoba psychologic zkouma napf. intenzivne tzv. 
..tvi'irci mysleni". Pojem „tvurcich metod" je viak pochybny. Vyjdeme-li z definice melody 
jako soiiboru pi-ikazu Iransfoimujicich „vstupni data" ve ,.vystupni data" (zavisla funkcio-
nalne nn ,,vstupnich da lech") a z definice pioblemu jako ukolu nalezt, seslrojit apod, prvky 
Ifidy zadane definicl, dojdcine k zaveru, zc pojem ,,tvurci metody" je neudrz.itelny. Muzcin« 
rozezmivat tfi druhy problemu (vzhlcdem k iircilemu easovemu okamziku jsou to vzdy tfi 
tfidy vzajcmne disjunklni): problemy feScne jiz znamymi metodami, problemy, o nicliz bylo 
doki'iz;'mci. ze nejscin zitsndne fesitelne zadnou mclnclmi. a problemy, ktere dosud nebyly 
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ieseuy, ale o nichz nevime, zda spadaji do prve nebo do druhe skupiuy. Mluvime-li o „tviir-
cich metodach", mame zrejme na mysli vztah, a to ininimalne mezi metodou a problemem. 
„Merhanicke metody" muzeme chapat jako melody i-eSici problemy prve skupiny, kdezto 
ntvftrcl metody" jako melody castecne fesici problemy kterckoli skupiny. Avsak i tato expli-
kace je neuspokojiva, nebot! nebere v uvahu tfeli clen vztahu: fesitele. Autor proto navrhuje 
tulo explikaci: 

„Mechanicke metody" nechf jsou definovany tridou takovych uspofadanych trojic <S,, 
Mj , P»p>, ze S pouziva pfi feseni problemu P t melody IW„ ktera tento problem fesi a kterou 
S, zna. „Tvurci metody" necht jsou pak definovany tridou uspofadanych trojic se stejnym 
oznacenim, kde S, vytvafi sam metodu casteencho feseni nebo (v extremnini pfipade) feseni 
problemu P*. Psychologicky charakter teto cxplikace je vynucen skutecnosti, zc mluvil 
0 „tvurcich metodach" ma smysl pouze na pragmaticke urovni. Naprosto neudrzitelny a pfimo 
fantasticky je nazor, podle nehoz existuje zvlastni tfida „tvurcich metod", jez dokazi resit 
1 algoritmicky neresiteln£ problemy. 


